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N this chapter we introduce logic: the foundation for mathematics, coherent
argument, and cornputing. The idea of logical argument was introducecl in
writing by Aristotle. For centuries his principles have fomred the basis for

systematic thought, communication, debate, law, mathematics, and science. More
recently, the concept of a computing machine and the essence of programming are
applications of the ancient ideas we present here. AIso, new developgients in math-
ematical logic have helped to promote significant advances in artificial intelligelce.

The building blocks of logic are statements, connectives, and the rules for calculating
the truth or falsity of compound statements. we begin with statements.

A statement is a declarative sentence that is either true or false.
Here are some examples of statements:

1. George Washington was the first president of the United States.

2. The New York Knicks won the NBA basketball championship in 1g89.

3. The number of atoms universe is 1075
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6.

8.

9.

4. Ronald Reagan knew what Oliver North was doing.

5. If r is a positive real number and 12 : g, then r : J.

We know that statement 1 is true. Statement 2 is false. Statements 3 and 4 are either
true or false, but we do not know which. Neither is both true and false. Statement
5 is true.

To better uuderstand what a statement is, we list some nonstatements.

He is a real nice guy.

Do your homework!

If * :9, then c:3.
Is this course fun?

Items 6 and 8 are not statements because the person "he" and the variable r are
not specified. There are circumstances under which we would claim that item 6 is
true and others under which we would claim that item 6 is false; clearly, it depends
on who "he" is. similarly, if r were a positive real number, item 8 would be true. If
t were -3, item 8 would be false. Items 7 and 9 are not declarative sentences.

The truth ualue of a statement is either true or fatse. The problem of deciding
the truth value of a declarative sentence will be dealt with in a simple manner,
although it is far from simple. The assignrnent of a truth value to a statement may
be obvious, as in the statement "George Washington was the first president of the
united states." The truth value of the statement "The number of atoms in the
universe is 1075," on the other hand, is much more problematic.

Logic forms the basis for analyzing legal briefs, political rhetoric, and fam-
ily discussions. It allows us to understand another's point of view as well as to
expose weaknesses in an argutnent that lead to unfounded conclusions. We com-
bine statements naturally when we speak, using connective words like "and" and
"or." We state implications with the words "if" and ,,then." Frequently, we negate
statements with the word "not." A compound statement is formed by combining
statements using the words ttand,tt "or,t' "not," or "if, then.tt A simple statement
is a statement that is not a compound statement. A compound statement is ana-
lyzed as a combination of simple statements. Logic cannot be used to determine the
truth value of a simple statement. However, if there is agreement on the truth value
of simple statements that are components of a compound statement, the rules of
mathematical logic determine the truth value of the compound statement. Its truth
value is determined according to mathematical rules given in the next sections.

ffLH# Simple statements Give the simple statements in each of the following compound
statements.

(a) The number 6 is even and the number 5 is odd.

(l:) Tom Jones does a term paper or takes the final exam.

(c) If England is in the Common Market, then the British eat Spanish oranges and
Italian melons.

Solution (a)

(b)
The simple statements are 'Ilhe number 6 is event' and "The number 5 is odd.,'
The simple statements are "Tom Jones does a term paper" and "Tom Jones
takes the final exam."
The simple statements are-"England is in the Common Market," "The British
eat Spanish oranges," and "The British eat Italian melons."

(c)
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It is sometimes Lelpful to add English words to clari$, the implied meaning in
simple statenlents.

rV*ur lry f,xereise f t I

To be able to develop the rules of logic and Iogical argument, we need to deal
with any logical statement, rather than specific examples. We use the letters p, q,
r, and so on to represent simple statements. They are not really the statements
themselves, but variables for which a statement may be substituted. For example,
we can let p represent a statement in general. Then, if we wish, we can specify
that for the moment p will represent the statement "The number 5 is odd." In this
particular case, p has the truth value tru,e. We might decide to let p represent the
statement "There are 13 states in the United States today." Then the truth value
of the statement p is false.

The use of these logical variables is similar to the use of variables r, y) z, and
so on to represent unspecified numbers in algebra. In algebra, we manipulate the
symbols (such as x, a, -1, and the implied multiplication and exponentiation) in
expressions according to specified rules to establish identities such as

@+il':12*2xyty2,
which are true no matter which numbers are substituted for r and y. In logic, we
will manipulate the symbols in compound statements (p, q, r, "and," "or," "not,"
and "if, then" ) to look for expressions that are true no matter which statements are
substituted for p, q, r, and so on.

It is useful to be able to write a compound statement in terms of its component

. parts and to use symbols to represent the connectives. We use n to represent the
word ttand" and V to represent the word "or.t'

Glit*EM$tE€il Synrbolic "and" Write the compound statement "Ina likes popcorn and Fred likes
peanuts" in syrnbolic form.

Solution We first let p represent the statement "Ina likes popcorn" and we let q represent the
statement "F!ed likes peanuts." We use the symbol n to represent the word "and."
Thus, we represent our compound statement symbolically as p Aq- I

f, EXAMPLE 3 i Symboli( "or" Write the compound statement "The United States tra.des
Japan or Germany trades with Japan" in symbolic form.

Solution We use the letter p to represent the statement "The United States trades with
Japan" and the letter q to represent the statement "Germany trades with Japan."
We use the symbol V to represent the word "or." Then the compound sentence is
of the form p V q. I

The symbol - represents "not" so that, with p as defined in the previous
example, we would use -p to represent the statement "The United States does'. not trade with Japan."

@ f;XAMpii:-?', Symbolicformof compoundstatements Letprepresent "FledlikesCindy" and
let q represent "Cindy likes Fred." Use the connectives A, V, and - to represent the
following compound sentences:

(a,) Fred and Cindy like each other.
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Solution
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(b)

(,t)

(d)

Fred likes Cindy but Cindy does not like Fred.
Fled and Cindy dislike each other.
Fred likes Cindy or Cindy likes Fred.

(a) "FYed and cindy like each other" should be rewritten as *Fred likes cindy
and cindy likes Fred." This is expressed symbolically as p n q. statement (b) can
be written p A -q. Note that the word "but" here -"un, 'bnd.', statemlnt (c)
can be rewritten as "Fled dislikes Cindy and Cindy dislikes Fyed.,' This is written
symbolically as -p A -q. The last statement (d) is sim ply p v q.

I
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Solution (a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Translating from symbols to Engtish Let p represent the statement
rate is l0To" and let g be the statement "The Dow Jones average is

"The interest
over 10,000."

write the English statements corresponding to each of the following.
(a)pvq (b)pnq @)pn-q (d)-pv-q

The statement pv q can be written, "The interest rate is 70%o or the Dow Jones
average is over 10,000."
we write p n q as "The interest rate is 10% and the Dow Jones average is over
10,000."

The statement p A -q becomes "The interest rate is l0% and the Dow Jones
average is less than or equal to 10,000."
The statement -p V -q can be written as ,.The interest rate is not 10% or the
Dow Jones average is less than or equal to 10,000."

tNav't Try Fxercise 23

The symbol * represents an implication. The statement p ---+ q is read ,,p
implies g" or "if p, then q." Thus, using the representations of Example 5, th;
English sentence "If the interest rate is 10%, then the Dow Jones average is over
10,000" can be written as p + ll.

L

rl
EXAMFLE Translating from English to symbols Let p denote the statement *The train stops

in Washington" and let q denote the statement "The train stops in New york." Write
the following statements in symbolic form.
(a) The train stops in New york and Washington.
(b) The train stops in Washington but not in New york.
(c) The train does not stop in New york.
(d) The train stops in New york or Washington.
(e) The train stops in New york or washington but not in both.
(f) If the train stops in New york, then it does not stop in washington.

Soluiion (a) pA q.(b) pn -q. (c) Negate q to get -s. (d) pv q. (e) (pv q)n -(pAq). The
parentheses make the statement clear. We discuss the need for them in Section t2.3.
(f) q - -p.

N*w Try €.xertise 25 I
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How are truth' values assigned to compound statements? The assignment
depends on the truth values of the simple statements and the connectives in the
compound form. The rules are discussed in the next section.

I)etelrnine ryhir:h ril .lhe ftrlhrwirrg selrterrces are slate-
nlenfa. . :

(a) 'I'he earnings of IB-[t *-r,, ,rO fr"* t9nt toi tUUt

(b) Thc natir:ni.r.l debt of the tnited Stalr,s is S6 tril-
ii''.
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2. Let 7r tlerurLe lhe siaterrrerrt 'lSally' is'tlre',clas" pr*"i,ilii
dcnt'' rurd lct q dcnote "Sally is an accounting major.,':,i
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(a): ,ti,{1Q:i.
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(e) /n-q (f) ^pv;q
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In Erercises 1-15, d,etennine which sentences are state-
ments.

1. 'I'he number 3 is even.

2. fhe 1939 World's Fair was held in Miami.
3. 'I'he price of coffee depends on the rainfall in Brazil.
4. 'I'he Nile River flows through Asia.
5. What a way to go!

6. If snow falls on the Rockies, people are skiing in Aspen.
7. Why is the sky blue?
8. Moisture in the atmosphere determines the type of

cloud formation.
9. No aircraft carrier is assigned to the Indian Ocea.n.

1O. 'l'he number of stars in the universe is 1060.

11. c*3>0.
l.?. H" is a brave fellow.

\l ,r.j Let, us pray.
iI. |ne Louvre and the Metropolitan Museum of Art con-

tain paintings by Leonardo da Vinci.
15. If a United States coin is fair, the chance of getting a

head is ].
Find, the sirnple statements in eoch of the compound, state-
ments in Erercises 16-19 and write the compound statement
sgrnbolically.

16. China is in Asia and Chicago is in North America.
17. 'l'he Phelps Library is either in New york or in Dallas.
18. Randy studies German on either'I\esday or Friday.
19. 'fhe Smithsonian Museum of Natural History has dis-

plays of rocks and bugs.

In Exercises 20 ond, 21, write the compound, statements in
symbolic form, using p and, q for ench ol the szrnple state-
ments.

20. I'he number 7 is odd and the number 14 is even.

21. No Amtrak trains go to Chicago or Cincinnati.

22. Let p denote the statement "Arizona has the largest
U.S. Indian population" and let q denote the statement
"Arizona is the site of the O.K. Cor-ral." Write out the
following statements in proper English sentences.
(a) -p
(d) pvq

(b) -pvq
(e) -p A -q

(c) -qAp
(f) -(p v q)

23. Let p denote the statement "Ozone is opaque to ultra-
violet light" and let q denote the statement "Life on
earth requires ozone." Write out the following state-
ments in proper English.
(a) pns (b) -pvq (c) -pv-q (a) -(-s)

24. Let p denote the statement "Papyrus is the earliest
form of paper" and let q denote "-fhe papyrus reed
is fbund in Africa." Put the following statements into
symbolic lorm.
(a) Papyrus is not the earliest form of paper.

(b) 'I'he papyrus reed is not found in Africa or papyrus
is not the earliest form of paper.

(c) Papyrus is the earliest form of paper and the
papyrus reed is not found in Africa.

Q5) LeL p denote the statement "Florida borders Alabama"'*- 
and let q denote the statement ('Florida borders Mis-
sissippi." Put the following into symbolic form.
(a) Florida borders Alabama or \,tississippi.

(b) Florida borders Alabama but not lVlississippi.

(c) Florida borders Mississippi but not Alabama.

(d) Florida borders neither Alabama nor Mississippi.


